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Abstract 

The global positioning of organizations and their business necessarily leads to a shift in their approach to the 
conceptualization and management of supply chains. As the main objective of the planning and management of 
supply chains is guaranteeing the fulfilment of the final customer necessities, in an effective and efficient manner, 
the challenges associated to this landscape are specially demanding for the organizations’ areas of logistics and 
distribution management. 

The control of the logistics dimension of organizations and its management are considered essential in the correct 
investment of available resources. Being these areas responsible for the planning, implementation, and control of 
the flow of materials, warehousing, and information management, these will be accountable for the continuous search 
for solutions that enable the improvement and optimization of processes and operations. The development of 
solutions leading to operational improvements is naturally bounded by the necessity to fulfil the service level required 
by customers, and ultimately their satisfaction regarding the services provided. 

The study of Inapa, a major player in the European paper distribution market, is motivated by the company’s 
objective of improving its supply chain operations, management model and current practices. The company’s policy 
is to continuously search for improvement possibilities, in order to improve its operational performance and market 
competitiveness. 

 
Keywords: warehouse management, operations planning and control, supply chain management, routing 
algorithms, product classification, materials segmentation, performance evaluation, warehouse information systems. 
 

 

1. Introduction 

The global positioning of organizations and their 
business necessarily leads to a shift in their approach 
to the conceptualization and management of supply 
chains. As the main objective of the planning and 
management of supply chains is guaranteeing the 
fulfilment of the final customer necessities, in an 
effective and efficient manner, the challenges 
associated to this landscape are specially demanding 
for the organizations’ areas of logistics and 
distribution management. 

The study of Inapa, a major player in the European 
paper distribution market, is motivated by the 
company’s objective of improving its supply chain 
operations, management model and current 
practices. The company’s policy is to continuously 
search for improvement possibilities, in order to 
improve its operational performance and market 
competitiveness. 

The present work begins with the gathering of 
information on the company, as well as the 
operational mapping of Inapa’s main distribution 
centre in Sintra, Portugal. With special emphasis on 
its warehouse, the study of the warehouse’s profile is 
conducted with the objective of identifying segments 

suitable for further study and potential improvement. 
This study leads to the development of an integrated 
warehouse management and operations 
improvement proposal. This proposal encompasses 
the constructions of a material classification and 
segmentation model, followed by the development 
and application of a set of operator routing algorithms.  

The integrated proposal developed is applied by 
the development of a warehouse information system. 
This tool allows the realization of essential tasks 
associated to the day-to-day warehouse 
management, as well as allowing the application of 
the measures developed in the present work. 

2. Case study 

Presently detaining approximately 50% of the 
Portuguese paper distribution market share, Inapa is 
the country’s market leader in its segment. Its supply 
chain deals with a yearly average of 38 tons of paper 
and paper-based products (Inapa, 2014). Inapa 
Portuguese branch’s core business is the business-
to-business segment of the market, mainly providing 
products and services to other commercial entities.  

The company’s activities in Portugal is based in 
Sintra’s Distribution Centre (SDC). The activities of 
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this distribution centre will be the focus of the present 
work. SDC is strategically located in the central region 
of Portugal. This positioning locates the DC in one of 
the country’s most accessible regions, in short reach 
of numerous highways and Lisbon cargo-ship ports.  

2.1. Warehouse 

SDC’s warehouse activities are developed in one 
single building, in which all the departments 
associated to its functions are located. The interior 
configuration of the warehouse and its zones are 
presented in Figure 1. 

  
Legend: 

1. Automated warehousing system’s zone 
2. Auxiliary storage zone 
3. Pallet stacking storage zone 
4. Multi-story shelf storage zone 
5. Chemical products storage zone 
6. Material consolidation zone I 
7. Material consolidation zone II 
8. Temporary storage zone 
9. Warehouse docks 
10. Transportation vehicles docking zone  
11. Warehouse office 

Figure 1 – SDC’s warehouse layout. 

The automated warehousing system’s zone is 
mainly destined for full pallet orders and high-rotation 
materials. This zone is fully-automated after its 
loading area, being operated by each of the system’s 
interface points, where operators indicate the 
inbound/outbound materials and order 
characteristics.  

The pallet stacking storage zone is used in the 
warehousing of high volume stackable materials, in 
full-pallets. The materials are stacked directly from 
the ground up, in one of cells composing this zone.  

The multi-story shelf storage zone is composed by 
8 parallel bi-lateral corridors, plus 2 unilateral ones, 
which are crossed by a cross-aisle and the two aisles 
in the begging and end of each one. Each corridor 
has 6 vertical storage levels. This zone is divided by 
the cross-aisle in two blocks. Block 1 is composed by 
12 shelves, each with a length of 3 meters 
corresponding to 3 individual cells.  Block 2 has a total 
length of 16 shelves, each with 2.5 meter of length. 

The cross-aisle between the two blocks has the main 
objective of improving the crossing of operators 
between corridors.   

The auxiliary warehousing zone is used to store 
materials with unconventional characteristics and 
dimensions, not suitable for the remaining zones.  

The temporary warehouse zone is used in the 
storage of materials after the entry in the warehouse, 
before they are allocated to their final storage 
location. This zone is bounded by markers on the 
ground, without any kind of storage equipment.  

The chemical products warehouse zone is 
destined to chemical products, being specially 
equipped with storage equipment suitable for storage 
of hazardous substances, as well as specially tailored 
procedures.  

The warehouse docks are used in the 
beginning/end of the warehouse operations, with 
materials being briefly storage in this zone during the 
realization of inbound/outbound operations.  

2.2. Information System 

The SDC and its operation are supported by an 
integrated enterprise resource planning system of 
information (ISI). This system was designed and 
developed to fit the company’s necessities, including 
the storage of information regarding the warehouse 
operations and storage. 

2.3. Flow of Materials 

The put-away process for the inbound flow of 
materials begins with the reception from the in each 
of the dock’s doors, with the materials being 
registered in the system and separated according to 
the zone to which they are destined. The materials 
are then allocated to a temporary central storage 
location, latter being allocated to each of their 
designated zones. In the particular case of the multi-
story shelf storage zone, materials are grouped in 
orders according to a set of pre-defined rules. These 
orders are constructed by decomposing each of the 
dock’s loads by destination aisle, followed by a 
segmentation by level and cell. This set of rules is 
shared by the outbound materials’ picking process. 

3. Literature review 

The main functions associated to a warehouse, 
when considered as a segment of a complete supply 
chain, are to match supply and demand by the 
customers by maintaining the required inventory, 
developing product consolidation operations in order 
to reduce transportation costs, and fulfil the services 
demanded by the final customer (Bartholdi & 
Hackman, 2014).  

3.1. Warehouse Design 

Each warehouse is projected considering the 
specific requirements of the supply chain of which it 
is an essential part. Despite the existing 
particularities, a vast number of warehouse functions 
are common to most warehouses. This applies when 
considering warehouses which are dependent on 
manually operated equipment, and even when there 
is a high degree of automation capability (Rushton et 
al., 1989).  
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Longo (2011) and Gu et al. (2010) state that the 
decomposition of the warehouse design process 
must encompass five levels: general structure, 
dimensioning, detailed layout, equipment selection, 
and operational strategy. 

Rushton et al. (1989) defend the existence of a 
trade-off between the maximization of the usage of 
available storage space, and the minimization of the 
usage of resources in the Development of activities 
inside the storage space to plan. 

3.2. Operations Planning and Control 

The main decisions regarding the reception and 
expedition of products and materials are associated 
to information on the composition of orders to fulfil, 
scheduling of operations, storage area zoning and 
layout, and equipment available materials (Gu et al., 
2007). 

Roll et al. (1989) and Rushton et al. (1989) 
describe approaches to the dimensioning of 
operations considering the usage of unit-load or an 
approximation. Rushton et al. (1989) states that the 
choice of a unit-load must consider the necessities of 
the complete supply chain and its material structure 
and portfolio. Roll et al. (1989) studies the utilization 
of transport baskets configurations to move materials 
associated to warehouse operations, in order to 
approach unit-load during transportation. Tanchoco 
et al. (1980) studies the usage of pallets as unit-load, 
in the evaluation of multi-product warehouse 
operations.  

For Bartholdi & Hackman (2014) the reception of 
materials begins with the arrival notification, allowing 
the anticipation of planning and scheduling of 
operations. After the reception and unloading, 
materials compliance must be verified, registered, 
and subject to further aggregation, consolidation and 
other kinds of manipulation. Storage locations 
decision follows a given policy, which may be based 
in SKU characteristics, warehouse design, or storage 
location availability (Gu et al., 2010). Storage zones 
and locations may be previously associated to each 
material reference in a given zone or, if following a 
shared storage policy, materials may be allocated to 
a random available location. 

Considering all the activities developed in a 
warehouse, order picking is the most time and work 
intensive, being also the most capital intensive in fully 
manual operated warehouses (De Koster et al., 2007; 
Roodbergen & De Koster, 2001; Lin & Lu, 1999). 

3.3. Materials picking and put-away 

Brynzér & Johansson (1996) state that the picking 
process is commonly approached considering two 
main strategies, in order to increase the warehouse 
operational efficiency: pick by zone and pick by batch 
(Brynzér & Johansson, 1996). Pick by zone studies 
the picking operation with focus on each zone and 
materials specific locations in the warehouse. 
Batching considers the material location as given, 
approaching the planning by studying materials 
specifications and aggregating similar materials. 
Batches are formed with the ultimate objective of 

minimizing the time needed to fulfil the order storage 
operations. 

De Koster et al. (2007) describes the application of 
a series of heuristics in the planning of picking and 
put-away operator routes. The authors defend that 
heuristics are in most cases a better solution than 
finding the optimal solution, stating that the 
calculation of the optimal often requires high 
computational capacity and is highly complex, also 
disregarding other factors such as congestion. 

Petersen (1997) introduce simulation as a way to 
study the warehouse system, by applying available 
solutions and studying their fit to the system and 
obtain the most appropriate solution.  

Daniels et al. (1998) and Gu et al. (2007) introduce 
the possibility of operation sequencing by calculation 
of the optimal solution paths, conceiving it as 
travelling salesman problem (TSP). This problem is 
associated with the dislocation of operators according 
to a pre-defined path, which includes a set of 
sequential locations to visit while consuming the least 
amount of resources possible. The challenges 
associated to this solution are justified by the 
inexistence of a base technique adaptable to any 
warehouse, high processing capacity and time 
requirements due to randomly generated instances, 
and the complexity associated to the attainment of an 
optimal solution (Bartholdi & Hackman, 2014).  

Alternative approaches to the achievement of 
feasible solutions for the TSP problem reside in 
approximation by heuristics, such as nearest 
neighbour, shortest arc, or tabu search algorithms. 
Roodbergen and De Koster (2001) and Lin & 
Kernighan (1973) also developed heuristic solutions 
for the TSP problem, with the objective of approach a 
near-optimal solution. 

3.4. Performance evaluation 

The evaluation of the warehouse system 
performance is essential to its proper management. 
Performance measurement must take into account 
the necessities of the business in which the 
warehouse is inserted, considering five dimensions: 
finance, productivity, resource usage, quality and 
time. These dimensions must cross with each 
function of the warehouse, resulting in the 
construction of performance indicators (Frazelle, 
2002). 

4. Methodology adopted 

The study and development of solutions for the 
problem requires the establishment of a systematic 
approach. After the study of available literature, no 
methodology was found related to an end-to-end 
analysis of the design and operations of a warehouse, 
so various approaches were followed according to the 
domain under study. 

The development of the present begins with an 
extensive analysis of the SDC’s warehouse design 
and operations, including the gathering of available 
data and interviews with the SDC’s management 
team and staff. After the study of the AS-IS 
warehouse system, a literature review was 
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conducted, focusing the study of warehouse and the 
various areas regarding the problem under study. 

The understanding of the warehouse system and 
the state of the art in the warehouse domain is 
followed by the study of the problem. The first part of 
the study of the problem has its focus on the analysis 
of the warehouse activities, beginning with the 
identification of the warehouse’s activity profile 
following the approach proposed by Bartholdi e 
Hackman (2014). This phase is followed by the 
analysis of the picking and put-away operations, 
identifying current practices and methodologies, in 
order to understand how the operations are currently 
planned and developed, and ultimately identify 
possible segments to improve. The analysis of the 
warehouse performance evaluation methodologies is 
then conducted. This is essential to understand how 
management follows the system’s performance in 
order to properly control it. The coordination between 
company’s departments is also studied, namely the 
communication between each unit, the flow of 
information, and the network set with that objective. 
The limitations to the present study are described, 
followed by the identification of the warehouse 
operation segments where performance 
improvement is required and possible.  

The previous section is followed by the 
development of a unified operational improvement 
proposal, with the construction of a number of 
proposed changes to the system with the objective of 
enhancing its performance, locally and globally. 

Finally, the unified proposal is tested for a set of 
scenarios and conclusions are presented. 

5. Warehouse system analysis  

The warehouse activity analysis is started by the 
evaluation of the warehouse activity profile, as 
proposed by Bartholdi e Hackman (2014).  

5.1. Activity profile 

The warehouse inbound and outbound flow of 
materials is studied for the period of a year, allowing 
the identification of trends during that period. In the 
period from July 2014 and June 2015 a total of 79902 
outbound orders were shipped to customers, while 
7577 inbound orders were received from suppliers. 
This discrepancy between inbound and outbound 
order total is justified by the difference in orders 
composition/aggregation, as the orders from 
suppliers are characterized by a higher material 
volume than the ones shipped to customers. The 
annual evolution is relatively steady, with parallel 
peaks for inbound and outbound shipments, being 
August 2014 the lowest month, with 4476 outbound 
orders and 494 inbound orders, and March 2015 the 
highest month, with 7911 outbound orders and 772 
inbound orders. This phenomenon is justified by the 
SDC management by the fact that most companies’ 
operations slow down during the summer period.  

5.2. Inventory profile 

The inventory analysis is limited by the availability 
of information associated to warehouse stored 
materials. The information is available but only 

accessible by single-cell search, which does not allow 
a complete analysis of the materials portfolio. The 
analysis is conducted by the evaluation of materials 
associated to each quantity measurement unit, 
justified by the existence of a large number of different 
material references (3015 distinct product references) 
and quantity measurement units (17 units). 

An ABC analysis is conducted for the totality of the 
materials in the warehouse, by the application of a set 
of rules that allow the classification of the materials 
according to the Pareto curve and a 70-30 rule, 
segmenting the products in three categories: A, B and 
C (Lung, 2007). After the application of the algorithm, 
three categories were formed. For category A, 70% of 
quantity should correspond to about 30% of material 
references. This is not observed for the materials and 
measurement units in study, as some follow this 
paradigm but most fall far from it. For example, Pages 
(20%) and Pallets (6%) measurement units are 
clearly under this target, while Rolls (54%) and Units 
(56%) are above the target. The previous observation 
is transposable for the rest of the ABC analysis, which 
means that the set of Units available does not allow a 
joint analysis. This constitutes the first area of 
improvement identified. In order to properly evaluate 
its material portfolio and activity the company must 
have a way to understand the portfolio as a whole, 
regardless of the quantity measurement units. This 
fact also impacts the formation of picking and put-
away orders, as further described. 

5.3. Inbound/outbound material handling 

The planning of the put-away and picking 
operations is conducted according to a hierarchical 
procedure. In the put-away operation planning, the 
materials are first transported from the docks to a 
temporary storage zone. After that, the materials are 
sorted by zone. The multi-story shelf storage zone is 
the zone requiring the most effort in planning, given 
its multi-aisle and multi-level structure. For this zone 
the materials are grouped in orders to fulfil by the 
operators. Inbound orders from each supplier 
segmented by aisle and level, which leads to a high 
level of disaggregation and elevated number of 
orders to fulfil by the operators. The path associated 
to each order is not predefined, leaving the decision 
to each operator. This may lead to inefficient paths, 
delaying the operation as a whole. The order picking 
operation follows the same methodology stated for 
the put-away, except the usage of the temporary 
storage zone, as the materials are directly allocated 
to each destination dock after an order picked is 
complete. The problems previously detected, 
associated to order construction and operator routing 
are considered as essential to a proper operation 
planning, and constitute operational segments in 
need of performance improvement. 

5.4. Performance measurement 

After conducting the survey on the warehouse 
management current practices and methodologies on 
warehouse performance measurement, with 
particular emphasis in the non-automated zones, it 
was detected that there was not a continuous model 
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applied. The operational performance evaluation is 
conducted in a non-continuous basis, with indicators 
changing from an analysis moment to the next and 
being only available for certain periods.  

This constitutes an improvement requirement, as 
the continuous warehouse performance evaluation is 
essential to a proper management process, allowing 
a more informed decision-making process. 

5.5. Inter-departmental coordination  

Proceeding with the study and mapping of the flow 
of information between the company’s departments, 
including the warehouse, it is possible to identify the 
existence of constraints associated to inter-
departmental communication. It is possible to identify 
the existence of a constraint in the communication 
between commercial and procurement departments 
to the warehouse, regarding the acquisition and sell 
of materials stored in the warehouse. This means that 
the information is transmitted by physical documents 
or must be extracted by the company’s information 
system by printing. This is stated as a constraint due 
to the fact that this information is latter inserted in the 
same information system, only in a different module, 
constituting an inefficiency, which delays the planning 
of inbound/outbound operations.  

6. Unified improvement strategy proposal  

The unified improvement strategy proposal 
encompasses a set of improvement measures 
developed as a response to the improvement 
opportunities identified during the system analysis. 

6.1. Classification and segmentation model 

As previously identified, the vast number of 
material quantity measurement units and the 
discrepancies in their profiles poses a challenge for 
the warehouse management.  This is particularly 
important in the formation of put-away/picking orders, 
in order to properly and efficiently group materials in 
orders to reduce number of orders and total length of 
order paths. The development of an alternative 
classification model is essential to overcome this 
challenge, as well as a following order construction 
methodology. 

As proposed by Tanchoco et al. (1980), pallets 
may constitute an appropriate unit-load, to consider 
in the quantification of materials and order formation. 
By collection of the inbound materials tri-dimensional 
characteristics (length, depth and height) it is possible 
to estimate its cubic volume and the volume 
percentage it will occupy in an order to fulfil, 
considering a forklift capacity. This way, two unit-load 
measurement units are defined. Equivalent-pallet 
(EP) constitutes a full pallet available capacity, with 
0.96 m2, for ISO1 EUR pallet with 80x120cm. 
Equivalent-pallet-area (EPA) constitutes the 
equivalent unit-load for materials that do not support 
stacking, and so only their area is relevant. The 
material SKU dimensions research and registry 
procedure must be included in the AS-IS material 
reception process. Finally, materials are to be 
classified according to their order capacity 
occupation: materials occupying full or near-full 

capacity are classified as Complete-Cargo (CC). 
Less-than-full capacity materials are classified as 
Less-than-full-cargo (LFC). This classification is 
relevant in the order constriction as further explained.  

6.2. Order construction  

The material classification enables the 
development of an alternative order construction 
model, based in the unit-loads designed. The order 
constriction model developed starts by the distinction 
between CC and LFC materials, with Phase I of the 
model being based on this distinction. The inbound 
orders are first deconstructed and order lines are 
grouped by same material references. For each 
reference, CC materials are immediately set into 
orders, as they occupy a full unit-load, equivalent to 
the full capacity of an order. Then LFC materials for 
the same reference are grouped in full unit-loads and 
set as orders. If any materials remain for that 
reference, they are registered in a pool of remaining 
materials, according to their stacking ability, as EP 
remains (EPR) or EPA remains (EPAR).  

Phase 2 of the order construction model begins 
with the two pools of remaining materials resulting 
from Phase I, being conducted separately for each 
one. The process begins by the selection of a given 
material reference. Materials with the same reference 
are iteratively added to a batch, which has the same 
considered capacity of an order. If a batch capacity is 
reached with materials from the same reference the 
batch is closed and set into an order. If not, another 
material reference to store in the same zone is 
selected, giving priority to materials sharing the same 
block, aisle and level, when in the multi-story shelf 
storage zone. This process will continue until no 
materials are left to store. The outbound process 
works in a similar manner, with batches being 
constructed based in outbound order materials 
locations and considering the target location as a 
central point in the docks zone. 

6.3. Performance evaluation 

Following the previous identification of the 
inexistence of pre-defined performance evaluation 
model, it is considered essential the development of 
a simple performance evaluation model, to serve as 
a basis for future development. Rushton et al. (1989) 
define a set of generic measures and associated 
indicators. The performance indicators are grouped in 
the following measuring categories: 

 Service level: 
o On-time orders (%); 
o Complete orders (%); 
o Complaints and devolutions. 

 Operational efficiency: 
o SKUs handles per hour; 
o Order lines complete per man-hours. 

 Resource utilization: 
o Pallet storage capacity used (%); 
o Total man-hours per operation. 

 Cycle times: 
o Order fulfilment average time. 

 Security: 
o Days without accidents. 
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Not all the indicators from the model proposed by 
Rushton et al. (1989) are considered, as the objective 
is to set a feasible base model subject to future 
evolution, depending on identified requirements. 

6.4. Materials put-away and picking model 

The put-away and picking methodologies study 
only considers the multi-story shelf storage zone, as 
it is the one with the most complex internal 
configuration, and materials stored in this zone are 
not necessarily full unit loads (EP/EPA). In the 
remaining zones the route calculation effort only 
resides in the travel to and from the zone itself, due 
to their simpler configurations.  

The available literature review resulted in the 
selection of a series of possible solutions for the 
order-path problem, studied as a TSP problem, 
including the following: 

 Nearest Neighbour (Daniels et al., 1998); 

 Roodbergen & De Koster (2001); 

 Lin & Kernighan (1973); 

 Optimal solution Daniels et al. (1998) and Gu et 
al. (2007). 

After the study of the applicability of the previously 
listed algorithms, a decision was made to fully 
implement the nearest neighbour algorithm and the 
optimal solution. The implementation of the two 
algorithms is described in section  

6.5. Warehouse management tool 

During the study of the warehouse a series of 
restrictions were identified regarding the information 
system in use, such as access to information, and the 
communication between the company’s departments. 
These issues motivated the development of the 
Warehouse Management Tool (WMT), a simple 
information system encompassing all the 
requirements for a proper warehouse management 
and control, and also the application of the 
improvement measures developed in the present 
work and associated methodologies. The 
development of this system was conducted in two 
main architectural modules. The front-end is 
implemented in a macro-enabled MS Excel file, 
justified by the fact that all the users have already 
installed Microsoft Office in their computers, not 
requiring any complex installation process, also being 
quite familiar and reliable application. The back-end 
of the system, a database engine, is implemented in 
MS SLQ Server, hosted in a central server accessed 
by all the users. This database engine stores all the 
data and procedures used in the processing of 
information, used by request of the front-end files. 
The WMT system is constructed around 9 functional 
pillars:  

 Inbound orders from suppliers’ module; 

 Outbound orders to customers’ module; 

 System configuration module; 

 Operation planning module; 

 Activity monitoring module; 

 Inventory control module; 

 Product portfolio module; 

 Suppliers and customers module; 

 Information management module.  

6.5.1. Inbound/outbound order modules 

The inbound orders from suppliers’ module is used 
in the registry of inbound orders. Users are required 
to specify the product specifications, storage location, 
supplier information and date of expedition. For the 
registration of products new to the warehouse 
portfolio, the system demands information regarding 
a product SKU dimensions, in order to further 
calculate the required capacity, and the quantity 
associated to each SKU. The outbound orders to 
customer’s module is used in the registration of the 
outbound flow of materials, requiring information 
about product to pick, storage location, destination 
customer and date of entry.  

6.5.2. System configuration module 

System configuration module allows the full 
configuration of the information system. This 
capability means that the system can be configured 
to fit most warehouses, allowing the following 
configurations: 

 Staff configuration; 

 Department configuration; 

 Quantity units’ configuration; 

 Warehouse design configuration: 
o Zones configuration; 
o Corridors configuration; 
o Levels configuration; 
o Storage cells configuration. 

 Warehouse design configuration.  

The previously described configuration 
capabilities allow the configuration of new and pre-
existing information regarding each module’s entities. 

The warehouse design configuration allows the 
edition of the various warehouse components, by 
creation, edition or deletion of zones, corridors, levels 
and cells. These actions are subject to a series of 
validation, in order to assure the integrity of the data 
and information stored in the system.  

One of the most important features regarding 
configuration is the operations planning configuration, 
allowing the complete tri-dimensional mapping of the 
warehouse, based in a series of simple and intuitive 
steps, furtherly described.  

The operation configuration process begins by the 
identification of a warehouse reference point, central 
to the warehouse entry zone (ex. docks), and zone 
reference points, central to the entry-point of each 
zone. Navigable distance between the warehouse ref. 
point and each zone’s ref. point should be registered. 
For single-area zones the process stops at this stage.  
The next step must be conducted to each of the 
warehouse’s zones where configuration includes 
multiple sub-zones, such as corridors or cells.  

It is the required to the user the identification of 
each of the zones corridors ref. point. This is achieved 
by setting the ref. point in the same zone face where 
the zone ref. point is located, being set in a parallel 
manner (see Figure 2).  
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Figure 2 – Corridor reference point configuration mapping 

example representation.  

The distance and side of each corridor ref. point is 
then required, by registration of each corridor ref. 
point lateral navigable distance to the zone’s ref. point 
(see Figure 2 example). The user is then required to 
identify the existence of mid-zone cross-aisles, 
besides the ones in the zone’s faces, such as the one 
represented in Figure 2, in the right. After this the user 
must insert each corridor’s total length and, if 
applicable, the distance between the corridor ref. 
point and the existing cross-aisle (see Figure 3). 

 
Figure 3 – Corridor dimensions survey example.  

The last step of the current configuration process is 
the mapping of the cells ground positioning in each of 
the corridors. The cell ground position is obtained by 
measuring the distance to the nearest cross aisle, in 
the direction of the zone ref. point, as shown in the 
example of Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4 – Cell mapping example representation. 

After the end of the cell mapping, the user submits the 
data. The system proceeds to calculate the complete 
tri-dimensional map of the warehouse. This is 
followed by the calculation of all the possible routes 
between storage locations in every zone, also 
including the routes from each zone ref. point and all 
the cells in the zone. This means that any route 
required in the further operation planning will be 
available in the database, being previously obtained 
in the present process. As this process is conducted 

only once, in the system set-up, processing effort is 
minimized and excluded from the operation planning 
process.  

6.5.3. Operation planning module  

The operation planning process is composed 
according to the following steps: 

 Operation selection; 

 Order construction; 

 Movements planning; 

 Presentation of operation plan. 

The process begins with the user selecting the 
direction of the operation (inbound or outbound) and 
date. Date is required in order for the system to 
retrieve the appropriate transfer data from the 
database.    

The order planning step has the objective of 
forming orders according to the model chosen by the 
user, which can be the AS-IS order construction 
model or the improved segmentation model (see 6.1) 
developed in the present work. The user must also 
insert the forklift capacity and validate the 
composition of the inbound/outbound orders retrieved 
from the database. After submission, the system 
calculates the new orders, according with the model 
selected. The movement planning step begins with 
the presentation of the constructed orders 
information. The user must then select the order-path 
calculation algorithm, from the two implemented:  

 Nearest-neighbour algorithm; 

 Optimal solution algorithm. 

Both algorithms are implemented in the database 
calculation engine as database stored procedures.  

The nearest neighbour algorithm implementation 
follows the algorithm’s description and formulation 
presented by Daniels et al. (1998). The optimal 
solution path algorithm is implemented by research 
from various authors, namely Gu et al. (2007). The 
implementation makes use of recursive common 
table expressions (CTE) to calculate all the possible 
solutions iteratively and achieve an absolute optimal 
result. The system will then proceed with the 
calculation of the path associated to each order, 
according to the algorithm selected. This results in a 
list of orders and respective paths to follow in the 
fulfilment. For each order, a list of successive 
locations is presented, associated to the path 
sequence. For each location, the product reference 
and quantity to store are also presented. After 
completing an order line, the operator should fulfil the 
following line, until the next line is the origin point. 

7. Unified improvement strategy application 

The unified improvement strategy is applied to two 
scenarios, including distinct constructed test 
datasets, with the following characteristics: 

Table 1 – Constructed test scenarios specifications.  

Scenario # Distinct 

Products 

Inbound 

Order Lines 

Total 

Volume (m3) 

C1 5 30 25.984 

C2 20 100 47.11 
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The constructed scenarios are used to test the 
application of the unified improvement strategy 
developed, against the AS-IS paradigm of the 
company’s operations, for both the order construction 
models and order-path calculation algorithms. The 
following order construction models are considered: 

 AS-IS order construction model (see 5.3); 

 Proposed order-construction model (see 6.2). 

The order-path definition algorithms considered in the 
analysis are the following (see 6.4): 

  Nearest-neighbour algorithm; 

 Optimal solution algorithm. 

It is relevant to understand that currently the company 
does not follow any model in the establishment of 
routes, so it is impossible to simulate the present 
efficiency if the order-path calculation. The 
approximation by the use of the NN algorithm is used 
as an approximation. Both scenarios consider a 
maximum order capacity of 1.2 m3, equivalent to a 
warehouse’s forklift capacity.  

7.1. Scenario 1 

The AS-IS order formation model is the first to be 
tested for scenario 1.  

7.1.1.  AS-IS order construction model - S1 

The application of the previously described order 
formation begins with the AS-IS model, with results 
being presented in Table 2. 

Table 2 – Results for the application of AS-IS order 
construction model to scenario 1 dataset. 

# 
Orders 

Avg. volume 
per order 

(m3) 

Order 
conversion 

rate 

Avg. volume per 
corridor (m3) 

30 0.931 1 2.54 

 
The result shows the construction of 30 orders, 

equivalent to the number of inbound orders initially 
existent, as shown by the order conversion rate of 1. 

The resulting orders are first subject to order-path 
calculation by application of the nearest neighbour 
algorithm. Results summary is presented in Table 3. 

Table 3 – Results for the application of nearest neighbour 
algorithm to the orders for as AS-IS model in scenario 1. 

# 
Movements 

Total distance  Avg. path distance per 
order 

60 5062.40 m 168.75 m/order 

 
The results obtained for the application of the 

optimal path calculation algorithm are equal to the 
ones obtained for the nearest neighbour algorithm. 
This is justified by the low number of orders and the 
set of rules applied by the AS-IS order formation 
model, and the resulting conversion rate of 1. This 
means that each line is traduced in a single order, 
with all the travels being set to and from the ref. point.  

 

 

7.1.2. Proposed order construction model - S1 

The summary for the results obtained for the 
application of the order construction proposed model 
are presented in Table 4. 

Table 4 – Results for the application of proposed order 
construction model to scenario 1 dataset. 

# 
Orders 

Avg. volume 
per order 

(m3) 

Order 
conversion 

rate 

Avg. volume per 
corridor (m3) 

27 1.034 1.11 2.458 

 
The resulting orders are tested for the nearest 

neighbour (NN) and optimal solution (OS) algorithms, 
being the summary of results presented in Table 5. 

Table 5 – Results for the application of nearest neighbour 
and optimal solution algorithms to the orders for the 
proposed order construction model, in scenario 1. 

Algorithm Total distance  Avg. path distance per 
order 

NN 5020.80 m 185.95 m/order 

OS 4983.20 m 184.56 m/order 

 
7.1.3. Conclusions for scenario 1 

The results obtained show a higher efficiency of 
the proposed order construction model. It is possible 
to observe a higher conversion rate, with an 
improvement of about 11% when compared with the 
AS-IS model. The order capacity utilisation is 
naturally higher for the purposed model, with a 
reduction of 0.103 m3 of unused capacity per order.  

The results obtained for the application of the 
order-path algorithms also show a higher efficiency 
for the application of the OS algorithm for the 
proposed model. When comparing the result obtained 
for the application of the AS-IS model and the NN 
algorithm with the best result for the OS and the 
proposed model, with a total distance 4983.20 m, it 
traduces in a reduction of about 1.6% of the total path 
length. The residual improvement is justified by the 
reduced number of orders and small conversion rate, 
being these limitations approached in scenario 2.  

7.2. Scenario 2 

The AS-IS order formation model is the first to be 
tested for scenario 2. 

7.2.1. AS-IS order construction model – S2 

The summary of results for the application of the 
AS-IS model are presented in Table 6.  

Table 6 – Results for the application of AS-IS order 
construction model to scenario 2 dataset. 

# 
Orders 

Avg. volume 
per order 

(m3) 

Order 
conversion 

rate 

Avg. volume per 
corridor (m3) 

69 0.683 1.449 4.28 

 
The application of the AS-IS model allows the 

achievement an approximate 1.5 conversion rate, 
meaning a reduction in about 50% of the initial 
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disaggregation (100 order lines). The 0.683 m3 avg. 
volume also mean an occupation per order of about 
57.6% of the available order capacity.  

The results for the application of the NN order-path 
calculation algorithm is presented in Table 7. 

Table 7 – Results for the application of nearest neighbour 
algorithm to the orders for the AS-IS order construction 

model, in scenario 2. 

# 
Movements 

Total distance  Avg. path distance per 
order 

166 14549.60 m 210.86 m/order 

 
The results obtained for the application of the 

optimal path calculation algorithm are equal to the 
ones obtained for the nearest neighbour algorithm. 
This is once again justified by the low flexibility 
allowed by the set of rules applied by the AS-IS order 
formation model. 

7.2.1. Proposed order construction model - S2 

The summary for the results obtained for the 
application of the order construction proposed model 
are presented in Table 8. 

Table 8 – Results for the application of proposed order 
construction model to scenario 2 dataset. 

# 
Orders 

Avg. volume 
per order 

(m3) 

Order 
conversion 

rate 

Avg. volume per 
corridor (m3) 

57 0.826 1.754 4.282 

 
The resulting orders are tested for the nearest 

neighbour (NN) and optimal solution (OS) algorithms, 
being the summary of results presented in Table 5. 

Table 9 – Results for the application of nearest neighbour 
and optimal solution algorithms to the orders for the 
proposed order construction model, in scenario 2. 

Algorithm Total distance  Avg. path distance per 
order 

NN 14084.00 m 75.315 m/order 

OS 13603.20 m 72.744 m/order 

 
The results obtained show once again a higher 

efficiency of the proposed order construction model. 
It is possible to identify a reduction of about 17.4% in 
the number of orders formed by the proposed model 
when compared to the AS-IS. The increase of 20.1% 
of volume per order traduces into an increase of 
14.3% on order capacity occupation.  

The reduction of 481m for the utilization of the OS 
algorithm, when compared with NN, traduces in a 
decrease of 3.4% of total distance.  

7.3.  Result analysis 

The previously obtained results show, all around, 
a higher efficiency of the proposed order construction 
model. This consideration is also applicable to the OS 
order-path calculation algorithm, as expected. In an 
opposite way, the combination of the AS-IS order 
construction model with the NN algorithm represents 
the least efficient solution. The data summary 

regarding the application of this two combinations is 
presented in Table 10. 

Table 10 – Summary of results for the best and worst 
solutions obtained in the study of models and algorithms 

for scenario 2. 

Model and 

Algorithm 

# 

Orders 

Avg. 

volume per 

order (m3) 

Order conversion 

rate 

AS-IS model 

& NN alg. 

69 0.683 1.449 

Proposed model 

& OS alg. 

57 0.826 1.754 

Delta -17.4% +21% +21% 

Model and 

Algorithm 

# 

Movem. 

Avg. order 

capacity 

occupation 

Total distance 

(m) 

AS-IS model 

& NN alg. 

166 57.6% 14549.60 

Proposed model 

& OS alg. 

187 68.83% 13603.20 

Delta +12% +19.5% - 6.5% 

 
The direct comparison established in Table 10 

confirms that the presented model + OS combination 
has an overall higher efficiency. This means that this 
solution is superior to the present paradigm, which 
combines the present model to a non-existing order-
path calculation, being approximated by the usage of 
the NN algorithm. As the results show, it is possible 
to conclude that the utilization of the combination of 
the proposed order construction model coupled with 
the OS algorithm is the best solution from the ones 
considered in the study, being the most adequate to 
for application to the warehouse system.   

8. Proposals for future development  

In order to establish guidelines for further work, 
some notes are presented in this section. 

It is considered important that a plan for the 
application of the improvement strategy developed is 
developed. The use of the Warehouse Management 
Tool and the processes to introduce are constitute a 
significant change to the present paradigm and so it 
is important to establish a sequence of activities 
associated to a phased introduction of new practices 
and procedures.  

 Another suggestion for future work is associated 
to the development of a new functionality for the WMT 
system. Presently the output from the operation 
planning procedure results in lists of sequential order 
lines to be fulfilled by the operators. The association 
of maps to this list would increase the ability to reduce 
errors in the fulfilment of the orders, as the sequence 
of order lines and paths associated would be more 
intuitive for the operator in charge of it.  

9. Conclusions 

The objective of the present work is the analysis 
of the company’s supply chain, with focus in the 
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SDC’s warehouse. This is followed by the 
identification and improvement of operational 
segments by development of a unified improvement 
strategy. The historical data used for this purpose 
regards a year period, from July 2014 to June 2015.  

The analysis of the warehouse system is started 
by the study of the activity profile as suggested by 
Bartholdi e Hackman (2014). The historic data for the 
inbound and outbound flow of materials is studied, 
followed by the analysis of the warehouse product 
portfolio and the inventory characterization. This 
section is followed by the analysis of the warehouse 
operations, namely the material handling for inbound 
and outbound flows and the processes associated to 
those. The study of the system is finished by the 
analysis of the communication between the 
company’s departments and the SDC’s warehouse 
management. The previously described study results 
in the identification of a set of segments requiring 
improvement: classification and segmentation of 
materials (order construction), performance 
evaluation and control, and put-away/picking 
operations.   

The development of a unified improvement 
strategy is started by the development of a new 
material classification model, with focus in the 
development of a new unit-load which standardizes 
the measurement of product quantity and their 
characterization. This enables the development of an 
alternative material segmentation process, with the 
objective of construction orders based the unit-load 
classification, which ultimately traduces in SKU 
volume.  

The inexistence of a presently adopted order-path 
calculation model leads to the research of literature 
and selection of two alternative algorithms: nearest 
neighbour and optimal solution algorithm. The 
application of the previously described 
methodologies, coupled with the identification of a 
series of restrictions regarding the information system 
in use, access to information, and communication 
between the company’s departments, motivate the 
development of a warehouse management tool. This 
tool consists on a warehouse management system, 
encompassing all the functional necessities essential 
to the proper warehouse management, as well as the 
new methodologies associated to the unified 
improvement strategy. The system is tested for the 
methodologies developed for two evolutionary 
scenarios, resulting in the proposal of the adoption of 
the new order construction model coupled with the 
utilization of the optimal solution order-path 
calculation algorithm.  
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